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Introduction

COMPANY PROFILE
BOUTIQUE INVESTMENT PARTNERS

Boutique:

buːˈtiːk : a business serving a sophisticated
or specialised clientèle
(Oxford Dictionaries)

Who is Boutique Investment Partners?
Boutique Investment Partners (BIP) is an investment consulting and investment management
firm, which was set up in 2014 as an independent subsidiary of the Efficient Group.
It is represented by investment professionals who have come together under a well-defined and
non-hierarchical structure which acknowledges that the core of their existence is their clients and
client-investment-objectives. BIP’s main aspiration is to be the leading provider of global
multi-asset-solutions.

This is to be achieved by leveraging off their five core competitive advantages:
++ Well defined, globally competitive, robust and repeatable investment idea generation process
++ Intellectually-grounded, fundamental-valuations-driven active asset allocation process
++ Cutting edge portfolio construction capabilities
++ Prudently informed manager selection process
++ Rational and thus unemotional manager deselection process
BIP currently manages R20bn worth of assets, on behalf of more than 30 clients, making them one
of the largest players in the “retail multi-manager-space” in South Africa.
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OUR BELIEFS, PHILOSOPHY AND COMMITMENT

OUR BELIEFS AND PHILOSOPHY

We believe that we can add value to investors’ investment
outcomes over the long term by delivering consistent
average, to above-average returns at acceptable levels of
risk, through the application of:
++
++
++
++
++

a well-defined, globally competitive, robust and
repeatable investment idea generation process
an intellectually-grounded, fundamental-valuationsdriven active asset allocation process
a prudently informed manager selection process
a rational and thus non-emotional manager
de-selection process
an innovative and dynamic portfolio construction
process

We believe that there are no borders when researching
attractively valued investment opportunities and we
have developed a robust global investment opportunity
evaluation framework to reflect this. We also believe
that valuations are the best predictors of investment
performance over the medium to long term and that
mean-reversion is a powerful force driving asset class
behaviour over the longer term.
Our robust manager selection and investment solution
construction process acknowledges that:
++ Active as well as non-active managers and mandates
both have a role to play in well-constructed and
robust investment solutions.
++ Quantitative investment approaches have the ability
to strongly compliment pure bottom-up fundamental
research driven approaches.
++ The approach to investments by most distinguished
investment managers is continually evolving through
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enhancement and innovation, and the innovative
multi-manager is best positioned to research and
exploit these trends to the benefit of its clients.
Our philosophical approach to investment management
is based on collaboration and partnerships, with both
the investment professionals and companies to which
we out source certain aspect of the management of our
investment solutions, and with our clients to whom we are
ultimately accountable.
We seek to identify the best investment talent in the
industry by looking beyond established brands in order to
discover the investment leaders of the future. We create
robust and holistic investment views by interrogating the
most highly regarded investment views in the industry
and complimenting this with our own in-depth proprietary
research.
Ultimately we create solutions that incorporate:
++ Robust, industry leading designs;
++ Consistently performing investment strategies;
++ Distinguished investment managers;
++ Attractively valued investment opportunities
regardless of geographical domain

OUR COMMITMENT

We are committed to empower our clients by influencing
and enhancing the quality of the investment decisions
they make. Our commitment embodies our belief
that there is a strong and direct correlation between
investment performance and outcomes, and the quality
of the investment decisions that precede them. We
promise to honour our commitment by partnering and
collaborating with our clients to support their decision
making framework with information of the highest
possible quality.
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OUR TEAM

Robert Walton

Pierre de Klerk

Chief Executive Officer

Managing Director & Senior
Portfolio Manager

B.Acc Hons, CMA, CA (SA)
Experience:
+ Industry - 22 Years
+ Multi-management - 8 Years
e: rwalton@bcis.co.za

B.Com Hons (Act. Sci), CFA
Experience:
+ Industry - 19 Years
+ Multi-management - 13 Years
e: pdeklerk@bcis.co.za

Tavonga Chivizhe

Eugene Braak

Chief Investment Officer

Business Development

B.Bus.Sci Hons (Act. Sci),
Executive leadership

Experience:
+ Industry - 20 Years
+ Multi-management - 7 Years

Experience:
+ Industry - 8 Years
+ Multi-management - 8 Years

e: ebraak@bcis.co.za

e: tavonga@bcis.co.za

Mitsie van der Westhuizen

Diaan Janse van Rensburg

Analyst

Analyst
B.Com (Investment Management),
CFA

B.Com (Economics)
Experience:
+ Industry - 16 Years
+ Multi-management - 13 Years

Experience:
+ Industry - 6 Years
+ Multi-management - 6 Years

e: mvdwesthuizen@bcis.co.za
e: diaan@bcis.co.za

Shamir Popat
Analyst
B.Fin (Corp. Finance),
B.Compt (Multi-Media)
Experience:
+ Industry - 5 Years
+ Multi-management - 3 Years
e: spopat@bcis.co.za
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BCI BEST BLEND SERIES OVERVIEW
The BCI Best Blend Series is a suite of strategies designed to showcase the continually evolving investing capabilities of
Boutique Investment Partners (BIP). These strategies span across single asset class strategies as well as multi asset class
strategies, as highlighted below:
Strategy

Mandate

Investment Horizon

Risk Profile

BCI Best Blend Flexible Income Strategy

SteFI+2%

3 Years

Low risk

BCI Best Blend Specialist Equity Strategy

FTSE SWIX

5-7 Years

High risk

BCI Best Blend Cautious Strategy

CPI+3%

3 Years

Low risk

BCI Best Blend Balanced Strategy

CPI+5%

5 Years

Moderate risk

Single Asset Class Strategies:

Multi-Asset Class Strategies:

The BIP Investment Team has been managing house view portfolios whose investment mandates are consistent with these
investment solutions for the past eight years, with the outcome of this being the exceptional track record in terms of
quartile rankings as shown below:
Strategy

1 yr

2 yrs

3yrs

4yrs

5yrs

6yrs

7yrs

8yrs

BCI Best Blend Flexible Income Strategy

2

1

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

BCI Best Blend Specialist Equity Strategy

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

n/a

BCI Best Blend Cautious Strategy

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

BCI Best Blend Balanced Strategy

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

**performances to 31 December 2013, Source: Morningstar (similar mandate portfolios managed by the team)

This consistent delivery of above average performance has resulted in these funds also receiving external performance
accolades:
Strategy

Award

BCI Best Blend Cautious Strategy
*MET Odyssey Conservative FoF

++
++
++

Winner of the 2010 Raging Bull Award
Best performance on the basis of risk adjusted returns
Prudential Asset Allocation Low Equity Category

BCI Best Blend Balanced Strategy
*MET Odyssey Balanced FoF

++
++
++

Winner of the 2013 Morningstar Award
Best performance on the basis of risk adjusted returns
Prudential Moderate Asset Allocation Category

Morningstar Best Performing Small Asset Management Company Category
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++

2013 - BIP Client Second Finalist, as Best Performing Small Asset Manager, Morningstar Awards

++

2014 - BIP Client Second Finalist, as Best Performing Small Asset Manager, Morningstar Awards

Best Blend Series Profile

BEST BLEND FORMULAE

The success of the BCI Best Blend Series can be attributed to the three components of the “best-blend-formulae.”

Investment Idea
Generation

BIP has devised a robust and repeatable global framework of
evaluating investment opportunities/asset classes, based on a
set of carefully selected fundamental valuation criteria.

Manager Selection

This process includes an in-depth, qualitative and quantitative
manager research process. Key requirement is consistency of
performance over market/economic cycles.

Portfolio
Construction

Aligned to strategic and tactical asset allocation
benchmarks developed within an “Absolute Return/CPI
Plus” framework.

INVESTMENT IDEA GENERATION
We are of the view that “investment idea generation” is
the ultimate cornerstone of the BCI Best Blend Series,
and, when complemented with an active asset allocation
approach, accounts for at least 80% of our investment
process.
Of essence is that this process is not geographically
constrained and can thus identify and exploit investment
opportunities both locally and outside South Africa’s
borders. We look to exploit investment opportunities in
four broad geographical divides, these being: South Africa,
Africa ex-SA, Emerging markets ex. Africa and Developed
markets.
More important however is our strict requirement that this
“global framework of evaluating investment opportunities/

asset class valuations” is not only robust, but also
highly repeatable to ensure the continuous discovery of
investment ideas/opportunities whose odds of producing
above inflation returns are high. The repeatability of
this process is extremely crucial to us at BIP, to the
extent that it enables us to address a common problem
within investment portfolios, this being: the cyclicality of
investment performance.
While we expect cyclicality of investment performance,
within single manager investment solutions, ascribing to
certain investment styles such as the “deep-value-style”,
we believe that multi-managed investment solutions
such as the BCI Best Blend Series, should avoid this by
exploiting a diverse range of investment opportunities and
styles.
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INVESTMENT IDEA GENERATION (continued)
It is against this overriding need to design investment
portfolios that have high odds of consistently delivering
average to above average performance, that we designed
the “BIP Global Framework of Evaluating Investment
Opportunities / Asset Class Valuations” below:
We define risk premia here as fundamental factors that
sustainably drive portfolio returns in various market
environments and / or economic cycles over the medium
to long term.

Fixed Interest
Credit

Risk Premia
Liquidity

Exploiting these risk premia is associated with risk in the
sense that the future pay-off is usually uncertain, and
comes with the probability of losing capital. However,
over the long term, some level of profit is awarded to
investors who exploit these premia at the right price:
fair-value or below-fair-value, while those investors who
exploit these risk premia above their fair valuations tend
to limit prospective capital growth, and in some cases
permanently lose capital.
While we could never eliminate this risk completely out
of our portfolios, we have a carefully selected set of
fundamental valuation criteria to help us manage these
risks, and thus achieve sustainable after inflation growth
across our portfolios over the medium to long term.
Against this background, the objective of our investment
idea generation process is to make use of our carefully
selected fundamental valuation criteria, to continually
identify risk premia that are suited to different market
environments or economic cycles, and exploit them in a
way that achieves consistent average to above average
performance.

Equities

MANAGER SELECTION
Manager selection is the second ingredient to our “bestblend-formulae.”
This decision is the outcome of the investment idea
generation process above, suggesting that within the
BIP Investment Team, we never discuss managers or
investment strategies unless we have identified an
investment opportunity to exploit, either to reduce risk or
to enhance above inflation growth.
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We make use of both qualitative research as well as
quantitative research to identify managers who have the
highest probability of extracting value out of our well
researched investment ideas.
In this context, we believe that managers or investment
strategies are simply the medium that we make use of,
informed by fundamental valuations, in order to access
certain risk premia, as follows:

Best Blend Series Profile

MANAGER SELECTION
EQUITY RISK PREMIA
The following table indicates the diverse range of equity
risk premia that we could possibly exploit within the
BCI Best Blend Series, but only to the extent that the
valuations are justified. A common link amongst this
diverse range of premia is that they tend to be highly
correlated to expected economic growth.

Global

Regional

+ Nedgroup Global Equity
+ Allan Gray - Orbis Global Equity
+ DJ Euro Stoxx 50
+ Prescient China Balanced Fund
+ BCI Africa Equity Fund

Sectoral

+ Resources, Industrials, Financial Funds

Style

+ Quality
+ Value
+ Momentum

++Franklin Global Small Mid Cap Growth
Market
Capitalisation

Fund

++Coronation Top 20 Fund
++BCI Best Blend Specialist Equity

FIXED INCOME RISK PREMIA
Financial / economic theory suggests that the expected
returns from these premia are simply the sum of: expected
real economic growth + expected inflation. So unlike the
equity risk premia above, this set of premia tends to do
well during times of economic stress, as the components
of the equation above depress potential yields, thus
causing price appreciation.

CREDIT RISK PREMIA
Credit risk premia refers to a very diverse range of fixed
income or yield generating investment opportunities that
are typically issued by corporates. This set of premia, like
equity risk premia, tends to add more value when the
outlook for economic growth is bullish or positive.

Investment Grade
Bonds

++Prudential

High Yield Bonds

++Fairtree

Emerging Market
Debt

++Investec

Africa Fixed
Income

++Efficient, Saffron

LIQUIDITY RISK PREMIA
As is the case with the various equity risk premia above,
liquidity risk premia tend to positively correlate to
economic growth, and are also typically located in both
under-developed markets as well as growing markets,
resulting in poor liquidity. Exploiting this risk premia
not only gives our BCI Best Blend Series exposure to a
source of returns that is highly correlated to underlying
economic growth, but also allows our portfolios to, over
time, extract this illiquidity risk premium, which has been
proven over time to be in itself a different yet powerful
source of return.
++Local Property - AltRE
++Developed listed property - Reitway
Property

Global

++Emerging listed property - Stanlib
++Africa Listed Property - Stanlib
Credit

++Fairtree, Cadiz, Tantalum Capital

Government Bonds ++Bond Funds

++Infrastructure funds slowly gaining

Index Linked
Bonds

++Inflation Linked Bond Funds

++Locally, this investment opportunity still

Volatility Carry

++Saffron

traction globally

Infrastructure

very much non-existent

++Typically produces a very defensive,
inflation protected income stream
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PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION

This is the final ingredient within the “Best-BlendFormulae”, and plays the role of defining a clear structure
in which investment managers, selected to extract value
out of specific well researched investment opportunities,
can be combined in a way that maximises the probability
of achieving certain targets above the prevailing inflation
rate, over well-defined investment horizons.

The “allowable deviation” defines the range over which
the BIP Investment Team, can depart from the “strategic
asset allocation bands” in order to achieve either of the
investment objectives below:

For example, the investment structure for the BCI Best
Blend Cautious Strategy is defined as outlined below:

++

Strategic
Allocation

Allowable
Deviation

SA Equities

20%

0% - 10%

Offshore Equities

10%

0% - 10%

SA Real Estate

5%

0% - 10%

SA Bonds

25%

0% - 10%

Offshore Bonds

0%

0% - 10%

40%

0% - 10%

Asset Class

SA Cash

The “strategic allocation” here defines the optimal
combination of asset classes, which, over the long term
has been the most successful in performing in line with
the CPI+3% benchmark, at the lowest possible level of
risk, as measured by the standard deviation of returns.
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++

Protect or preserve capital: reduce allocations
to “risk-premia” showing the least favourable
fundamental valuations
Enhance after-inflation-growth: increase allocations
to “risk-premia” showing the most attractive
fundamental valuations

The equivalent investment structure for the BCI Best
Blend Balanced Strategy is as outlined below:
Strategic
Allocation

Allowable
Deviation

SA Equities

50%

0% - 10%

Offshore Equities

15%

0% - 10%

SA Real Estate

5%

0% - 10%

SA Bonds

15%

0% - 10%

Offshore Bonds

0%

0% - 10%

SA Cash

15%

0% - 10%

Asset Class

Best Blend Series Profile

BCI BEST BLEND FLEXIBLE INCOME STRATEGY

Fund Profile
Benchmark

STeFI+2%

Fund Classification

South Africa Multi Asset Income

Risk Profile

Low to moderate

Alternative
& Hybrid
Fixed Income
Strategies

++
++
++
++
++

Global
Opportunities

++

Investor Profile
This fund is suited to investors whose main objective is a
high level of income and the potential for stable capital
growth over an investment horizon of up to 3 years.

++

Asset
Allocation

Strategy Overview
The BCI Best Blend Flexible Income Strategy, is a multispecialist fixed income solution which targets STeFI
+2% by utilising a more diverse set of strategic drivers
of performance outside of the traditional cash, nominal
bonds, inflation linked bonds and local listed property.
This is premised on our belief that one of the key criteria
for a complete fixed income solution , is consistent highyield-generation and very stable capital growth. One way
to achieve this consistency is by incorporating within fixed
income solutions as many strategic drivers of fixed income
performance as is possible.
The strategic drivers of fixed income performance
exploited within this strategy are summarised below:
Traditional
Fixed Income
Asset Classes

++

++

Credit

++

Absolute
Return
Strategies

++

Convertible Bonds - Local and Offshore
Securitisations - Local and Offshore
Derivative Overlays - e.g. commodity
linked notes, swaps, swaptions etc
Volatility-driven strategies
Broader range of fixed interest
strategies, some of which are not yet
available in the local space.
For example, the breadth of
convertible bonds and fixed income
derivatives is more significant
offshore
The almost unlimited set of investment
opportunities, accessible to flexible
fixed income managers, with varied
risk/reward prospects over different
market and economic environments,
require robust asset allocation skills
that will enable the manager to
continually export these opportunities
profitably

Unlocking value out of the strategic
drivers of fixed income performance
The following distinguished flexible fixed income
specialists have been chosen to unlock value out of the
key strategic drivers of fixed income performance noted
above:
++
++
++

Cash, Government Bonds,
Government Inflation-Linked Bonds
and Local Listed Property

++

Local and Offshore Corporate Bonds
(Nominal and Inflation-Linked Bonds).
Broad range of credit derivative overlay
strategies.

++

20% Cadiz, Bronwyn Blood - Traditional fixed income,
local credit and asset allocation
20% Fairtree, Paul Crawford - Alternative & hybrid
fixed income strategies as well as global opportunities
20% Prudential, David Knee - Traditional fixed
income, global opportunities and asset allocation
20% Saffron, Brandon Quinn - Alternative & hybrid
fixed income strategies and offshore opportunities
e.g. Africa high yield
20% Tantalum, Melanie Stockigt - Traditional fixed
income, Alternative & hybrid fixed income strategies,
Credit and Absolute Return Strategies

Various forms of fixed income hedge
strategies designed to both protect
capital and enhance yield
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BCI BEST BLEND SPECIALIST EQUITY STRATEGY
Fund Profile

Investor Profile

Benchmark

FTSE/JSE SWIX

Fund Classification

South Africa Equity General

Risk Profile

High

This fund is suited to investors with a long-term
investment horizon of up to 5 years, and the need to
maximise capital growth through a diversified portfolio
of domestic equity counters. Tolerance for volatility over
the short to medium term, especially in volatile markets, is
required.

The BCI Best Blend Specialist Equity Strategy is managed
according to a multi-specialist approach, where the
underlying specialists are carefully selected boutique
equity managers mandated to implement independent,
high-conviction investment decisions. Below is a summary
of the framework that is used to select the underlying
specialists:

Criteria

Targeted outcomes which tend to increase the odds of investment success

Boutique

++
++
++
++
++
++
++
++

Entrepreneurial flair associated with a cautious, yet opportunistic mind-set
Ownership structure that encourages low staff turnover
Ownership structure that aligns interest of involved-parties sustainably
Investment activities likely to dominate commercial activities
Portfolios typically represent best and high conviction ideas
Due to a very focused product range
And thus a very focused asset base
Visibly more defined level of accountability

Investing Capabilities

++
++
++
++

Investment professionals with a demonstrable investing philosophy, and passion
Investment professionals with extensive years of investing experience
Investment professionals with a proven performance track record
Investment professionals with hunger for investment research

++

Evidence of multi-perspective generation due to access to other equity markets e.g. Africa equity
markets, emerging equity markets and developed equity markets
Distinguished generalists across both market cap sectors and industrial sectors, with proven mid
and small cap expertise
Passionate bottom up stock pickers
Fundamentally focused research

Stock Pickers

++
++
++

Optimal balance between
wealth preservation and
wealth creation

++
++

Value bias - pragmatic and appropriate selective application of fundamental valuation criteria to
the diverse range of equity risk premia
Absolute return focus e.g. expertise spans across both long only mandates and hedge fund
mandates

The focus of the selected boutique specialists is to provide enhanced alpha by including an above average component
of small and medium-cap shares in their respective sup-portfolios. They have robust and fast growing businesses as a
consequence of their superior investment performance, both in the retail market and the hedge fund space.
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BCI BEST BLEND SPECIALIST EQUITY STRATEGY
Performance Profile
Risk/Return Scatter - 5 years

Sharpe vs Maximum Drawdown- 5 years
25,00

1,80
1,70
1,50
1,40

1,30

23,00

Return

Sharpe Ratio

1,60

FTSE/JSE SWIX

21,00
20,00

1,00
-7,75 -7,50 -7,25 -7,00 -6,75 -6,50 -6,25 -6,00 -5,75 -5,50 -5,25 -5,00 -4,75 -4,50

18,00

1,10

FTSE/JSE SWIX

22,00

SA EQ General
Average

1,20

BCI Best Blend
Specialist Equity
Strategy

24,00

BCI Best Blend
Specialist Equity
Strategy

SA EQ General
Average

19,00
9,75

10,00 10,25 10,50 10,75 11,00 11,25 11,50 11,75 12,00 12,25

Maximum Drawdown

Standard Deviation

Source: Morningstar (Similar mandate portfolios managed by team)

Source: Morningstar (Similar mandate portfolios managed by team)

“Impressive balance between superior risk adjustment returns and strong
capital preservation.”
Investment Growth - 5 years
325,00
300,00

275,00
250,00
225,00
200,00

175,00
150,00
125,00
100,00

BCI Best Blend Specialist Equity

(ASISA) South African EQ General

FTSE/JSE All Share SWIX TR ZAR

Source: Morningstar (Similar mandate portfolios managed by team)

“Out performed the category average by 25% over the past 5 years.”
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BCI BEST BLEND CAUTIOUS STRATEGY
Fund Profile
Benchmark

Fund Classification

Performance Profile
CPI+3% per annum, over a
rolling three year investment
horizon
South Africa Multi Asset Low
Equity

Cumulative Growth
200,00
190,00
180,00

170,00
160,00

Risk Profile

Low to moderate

150,00
140,00
130,00

The BCI Best Blend Cautious Strategy reflects the BIP
Investment Team’s ongoing attempt to provide a complete
and globally competitive multi-asset solution to underlying
investors.
This being achieved by a valuation driven and very active
and opportunistic exploitation of the four key risk premia
that have been proven to have the most significant
influence on portfolio returns over the long term. These
risk premia are: equity risk premia, fixed income risk
premia, credit risk premia and liquidity risk premia.

120,00
110,00
100,00

BCI Best Blend Cautious

SA MA Low Equity

CPI + 3%

Source: Morningstar (Similar mandate portfolios managed by team)

Sharpe Ratio vs Maximum Drawdown - 5 years
1,70

1,60

BCI Best Blend Cautious

1,50

SA MA Low EQ

1,40

Tolerance for volatility over the short to medium term is
recommended, despite prudent attempts to control this
through the construction of highly diversified portfolios
under a rigorous valuations driven framework.

Sharpe Ratio

1,30
1,20
1,10
1,00

0,90
0,80

0,70
0,60
0,50
-3,50

-3,25

-3,00

-2,75

-2,50

-2,25

-2,00

-1,75

-1,50

-1,25

Maximum Drawdown

Investor Profile

Source: Morningstar (Similar mandate portfolios managed by team)

This fund is suited to investors with a short to mediumterm investment horizon and the need to generate a high
level of income combined with stable to modest capital
growth.
Annualised Return

Risk/Return Scatter - 5 years
14,00
13,50
13,00
12,50
12,00
11,50
11,00
10,50
10,00
9,50
9,00
8,50
8,00
7,50
7,00

BCI Best Blend Cautious

SA MA Low EQ

2,75

3,00

3,25

3,50

3,75

4,00

4,25

Standard Deviation
Source: Morningstar (Similar mandate portfolios managed by team)
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4,50

4,75

5,00

5,25
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BCI BEST BLEND BALANCED STRATEGY
Fund Profile

Performance Profile

Benchmark

CPI+5% per annum, over a rolling
five year investment horizon

Fund Classification

South Africa Multi Asset High
Equity

Cumulative Growth
250,00
240,00
230,00

220,00
210,00
200,00

190,00

Risk Profile

Moderate to high

180,00
170,00

160,00
150,00
140,00

The BCI Best Blend Balanced Strategy reflects the
BIP Investment Team’s ongoing attempt to provide a
complete and globally competitive multi-asset solution to
underlying investors.

130,00
120,00
110,00

100,00

BCI Best Blend Balanced

Tolerance for volatility over the short to medium term is
recommended, despite prudent attempts to control this
through the construction of highly diversified portfolios
under a rigorous valuations driven framework.

SA MA High Equity

CPI + 5%

Source: Morningstar (Similar mandate portfolios managed by team)

Sharpe Ratio vs Maximum Drawdown - 5 years
1,70
BCI Best Blend Balanced

1,60
1,50
Sharpe Ratio

This being achieved by a valuation driven and very active
and opportunistic exploitation of the four key risk premia
that have been proven to have the most significant
influence on portfolio returns over the long term. These
risk premia are: equity risk premia, fixed income risk
premia, credit risk premia and liquidity risk premia.

1,40
1,30
1,20

SA MA High Equity

1,10
1,00
0,90

0,80

Investor Profile

0,70
-6,50

-6,25

-6,00

-5,75

-5,50

-5,25

-5,00

-4,75

-4,50

-4,25

-4,00

-3,75

-3,50

-3,25

-3,00

-2,75

-2,50

Maximum Drawdown
Source: Morningstar (Similar mandate portfolios managed by team)

This fund is suited to investors with a medium to longterm investment horizon and the need to generate a
moderate level of income combined with moderate to
aggressive capital growth.

Risk/Return Scatter - 5 years
19,00
BCI Best Blend
Balanced

18,00

Annualised Return

17,00
16,00
15,00

SA MA High Equity

14,00
13,00
12,00
11,00
10,00
4,50 4,75 5,00 5,25 5,50 5,75 6,00 6,25 6,50 6,75 7,00 7,25 7,50 7,75 8,00 8,25 8,50

Standard Deviation
Source: Morningstar (Similar mandate portfolios managed by team)
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Think Efficient. Realise potential.

Contact us:
81 Dely Road
Hazelwood
Pretoria
0081
South Africa
Tel: 012 460 9580
Fax: 012 346 6135
marketing@bcis.co.za

The

icon in our logo symbolises the group’s ambition for growth and expansion, both

for our investors and for our group.

DISCLAIMER: All information used in this brochure and any material referred to herein are subject to copyright and may not be
reproduced or used (other than for information purposes) in any way, unless prior written permission has been granted by Boutique
Investment Partners (Pty) Ltd (“BIP”) or the appropriate copyright owner. This brochure is intended for information purposes only and
none of the information contained in this brochure constitutes investment advice or a recommendation, solicitation or offer by BIP to
buy or sell any financial product. The information contained in this brochure has been prepared without consideration of the investment
objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular recipient. Any transactions described in this brochure may give rise
to substantial risk, including the possible loss of principal value, and are not necessarily suitable for all investors. This brochure should
accordingly not be considered as a substitute for the exercise of your own judgment or for obtaining independent advice based on
your personal preferences and circumstances. Although all precautions have been made to ensure reliability of data and information
contained in this brochure, BIP cannot guarantee the reliability thereof. Past performance referred to in this brochure is not necessarily
indicative of future performance. Similarly, forecasts contained in this brochure involve risks and uncertainties which may result in
future performance, outcomes and results which differ materially from such forecasts. You are accordingly cautioned not to place
undue reliance on any historical data, general information or forecasts used in this brochure. BIP accepts no liability whatsoever for
any loss, damage (direct or consequential) or expense suffered by a recipient as a result of undue reliance placed on any information
contained in this brochure. BIP is an authorised financial services provider, FSP 45011.

